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Part 2

1. How did he get information about nature? ... *he travelled/ from journeys/from his father*. NOT: television ...
2. What does he look like? ... *a middle-aged man/much younger than his age/energetic/very fit*.
3. What was his first experience with nature? ..... *a salamander* ....................................................
4. What does nature give us? .. *the sense of beauty/a great deal of pleasure* ..............................
5. What do adults focus on? ..... *human beings/ themselves* ........................................................
6. Why is the natural world getting smaller? ..... *the population is increasing* ....................
7. Who thought of doing a TV programme about animals? ... *he (did)* .................................
8. Why did he need a cobra? .... *to show it on tv/for a programme about animals/a tv programme*
9. Who wrote the text for the biologist? .... *David Attenborough* ..............................................
10. How does he speak about an ant colony? ...... *with respect* ..................................................